US National Standard
in Culture

Research &
New US Constitution Inserts
Nancy of Oregon: Where Institutions are in alignment
with the betterment of mankind as in the Great Britain
colonization, with the Will of God as raison d’etre, it is a
giving forth of the greatest freedom. The culture of
Europe of the monarchy was one that saw to the
betterment of mankind, and thus, science and health
worked under the monarchy as the institutions.
NATHAN the Judge: Under the current United States
Constitution, the name of “research along with the
King” was perhaps recognized in the past of the Great Britain Imperalism, as Sir
Albert Schweitzer under a Lord, and the aim of research and science was to work
under the auspices of the Atom—seeing to the betterment of mankind.
NOSTREDAME: What you have at present is an
abomination in the United States. Research is for the
purpose often of the corporations and individuals. It
is not for the monarchy. Here, for Imperalism of the
higher serving the lower economic cause.
Thus, the United States Kings of the various
functions of the Military Law Council are to have a
strong research staff that has its raison d’etre the
dedication to truth and valor, the dedication to the
highest standard for the Atom. It is not “how to
circumvent taxes by going to Cayman Islands” as you now have research doing.
The formation of United States administration department is first by King,
and then by function such as equal weights and measurements, and all this is based
on the United States Constitution. However historically what is clearly missing
is the research staff that must accompany the Kings of the United States.
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NATHAN the Judge: Thus in the colonization of South Africa by England, you
will recall the very research teams that went there. They went into the mines to
see how they would harvest the diamonds and minerals. And this, they would
report back to the Administrator of the East India or Colonization Company who
is above and beyond first responsible to the Ten Commandments or Christ as
you have in the present United States organization chart, that all officials of
government report to Moses or the Ten Commandments Religion.
NOSTREDAME: God then is what the research staff report to along with the
monarch in England, the King or Queen.
Bill Paley: You see this in the work of Albert
Schweitzer, do you not! You see this in a person such
as Eduard Shevardnadze, the leader who brokered the
fall of the Berlin Wall and the reduction of arms in the
Soviet-US Cold War.
NOSTREDAME: These are beyond the borders. They
are not of a political party as you have the old United
States Constitution. They are as the selfless and
patriotic position holders if you will. They have little
to do with working for legislatures and K Street which
also does Research. And in Shevardnadze’s case, he
was ousted as Georgia’s leader by design of political
envy and jealousy of the Soviet politburo.
NANCY OF OREGON: An example of how the Researcher would work with the King
is that of the IRS. The IRS say, “People who are illegal aliens do not pay taxes.
We know from the 1099’s that we send out. But what can we do about it?”
NATHAN the Judge: And the IRS Research would find ways to collect those
taxes to deport the illegal aliens. To check their illegal status at the INS and
furthermore have the INS under research.
NOSTREDAME: It would not be “bureaucracy as usual out of Washington DC”!
Nancy of Oregon: See how the Amish sued the State not to have their children
go to public schools past 8th grade. And this case went before the Supreme
Court.
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NATHAN the Judge: The Supreme Court always seem to exert their will and
power over the People by this very method of simply finding and choosing a Bill
of Rights Amendment and apply it to make the case go however they are told to
from the President.
As in the case with killaboriton, they focused on choice. Freedom of
choice.
In the Amish case, they would have gone to their pocket dictionary and
pull out say, freedom of speech, that they would then apply to the Amish case
that the children no longer needed to go to public schools past eighth grade.
Nancy of Oregon: But the Research person under the King who saw this Amish
case, would have said, “This is clearly a case where the Amish are saying: We do
not want our children to have the sex education of the public schools, we do not
want date rape. No not our children!
NOSTREDAME: And the Research people would then have given this knowledge
to the King and they would have decided to speak to the Amish themselves and
to research objectively in social intercourse to see how is it that this greatly
righteous people and honorable people live, and to furthermore see to this being
the standard for all the public schools in the United States.
MOTHER MARY: In this case of the Supreme Court to have heard the Amish case,
was to have a pure manipulation of the freedom in education.
NOSTREDAME: And it is again ”business as usual out of Washington D.C.” where
there is not representation! There is not the hearing of the voice of the People.
NATHAN the Judge: The Washington DC politicians know this! They are ones
to determine what the Supreme Court will do to not upset the balance of power
that money continue to pour into the coffers of those who support public
education in this foul manner where the children are not educated, the scores are
low, and not able to compete as functional illiterates, where they’re not taught
moral education and where they are not taught the lessons of history.
MOTHER MARY: It is a Bill of Rights that we including to the US Constitution.
With the Bill of Rights to include a study of history and moral education, the
community centers would be for the apprentices to learn what is this community
building.
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NOSTREDAME: We will have the remaining ones listed.
 Eagle right to moral education, Eagle right to historical education.
 Eagle right to marriage of Canon Law.
 Eagle right to safe passage in life, liberty and pursuit of happiness
on National Standard of Mother Eagle in Ten Commandments. Eagle
right for National Standard of a work ethic and of Galatians 5:16-21.
Eagle right to National Standard against terrorism to Atom. Eagle
right to work.
 Eagle right to police killing of crime. Eagle right to military research
and rectitude on culture and social law to be in meeting of National
Standard.
 Eagle right to remove people of cancer in Atom.

MOTHER MARY: You can see the joy and great happiness here of the people in
finally being organized by the British.

_____________________________
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MOTHER MARY: What will happen going forward in this effort to re-establish the
United States in safety is a reorganization of the economic pyramid. This
includes housing where the naturalized citizens have a right to housing

GOD HELIOS: We would now include the other laws that you see that we are not
tolerating one iota that which is the heinous behavior of the colonization of Bush,
Clinton, Ron Paul and those who worked under the former United States
Constitution without representation, without moral rectitude. And so the people
are continually to be endangered, they are not protected at the borders either in
currency, jobs or even the quartering in their homes in the South by Mexican
insurgents.

NOSTREDAME: This is a necessary insert that
“The one who arises as Napoleon must be killed. Their modus
operand will be cantankerous inferiority complex to manipulate position
holders in their power coveting. The Eleventh Hour laws in court-marshal
is without plea for consensus of Atom danger.”
“Footnote: In the castrations of the New York police where the mayor sat
in the rear while the President castrated them individually and by summons be
killed. In the castrations of the 120 military of the President in front of the military
generals, they not. However for such manipulation, that the Napoleonic results
based on such physical damage and moral debility affects upon all, the Napoleon
would be court-marshal.
Furthermore—
“Law implemented by either legislature or Napoleon arising will go
before objective unbiased scrutiny of Military Law Council court-marshal.
That the defense posture of the United States shall not be breached: illegal
aliens, black market actions and practices, illegal culture in morals will not
be introduced to destroy the nation.”
“Footnote: Examples: cannibalism, castrations, mutilations of killings,
gangland slayings.”
“This then circumvents the arising of Napoleon into Military Law
Council by manipulating himself to high position as leader of military junta
to violate on command, Eagle rights and the security of the United States.
Furthermore any laws placed by Napoleon would be overturned by courtmarshal, laws placed by Napoleon for usurp of power into Napoleonic and
antichrist control of the United States.”
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